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What is open science exactly?

open notebook

open peer review



OPEN DATA

OPEN ACCESS

OPEN CODE

OPEN PEER REVIEW



OPEN DATA



Open data implies freedom to access, use and re-use
for any purpose

http://opendefinition.org/od/ - http://opendefinition.org/licenses/ 

open knowledge definition conformant licenses

CC0 waiver

CC-BY 
(Attribution only)

CC-BY (Attribution 
ShareAlike)

http://opendefinition.org/od/
http://opendefinition.org/licenses/
http://opendefinition.org/od/


Vines et al., Current Biology, 2014; image courtesy Auke Herrema

Research data are first-class citizens in science



Vines et al., Current Biology, 2014; image courtesy Auke Herrema

Research data are first-class citizens in science

Data should be 
considered the 

primary output 
of research



Image courtesy Auke Herrema

Data produced with public funds belong to the public



http://opensourcemalaria.org/; http://openneu.ro/start/; http://www.nextstrain.org/ 

Open data means more hands at work, more brain 
power and faster innovations

This work is made possible by the open 
sharing of genetic data by research groups 

from all over the world.

http://opensourcemalaria.org/
http://openneu.ro/start/
http://www.nextstrain.org/
http://opensourcemalaria.org/


Monya Baker, Nature, 2016; image courtesy Auke Herrema

Open data creates a culture of transparency and 
reproducibility



Dumping a spreadsheet online is not open data

Gahan Wilson, http://gahanwilson.net/, adapted from Erin C. McKiernan, 2016 

http://gahanwilson.net/


FAIR data principles, WikiMedia Commons, CC BY-SA 4.0

Intelligent access and interoperability are crucial

What do abbreviations mean?
Are metadata properly annotated?
Am I using standard formats?
Am I using controlled 
terminologies?
Are missing data explained?
Is the license clearly mentioned 
and described?
Am I using a trusted repository?
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FAIR data principles, WikiMedia Commons, CC BY-SA 4.0

Intelligent access and interoperability are crucial



OPEN ACCESS



#shortacademichorrorstory

There are academic horror stories everywhere, everyday



#shortacademichorrorstory

But the real academic monsters are paywalls and
the impact factor



Cartoon by John R. McKiernan http://whyopenresearch.org, CC BY-NC-ND

Putting research articles behind paywalls is
bad, immoral, evil

http://whyopenresearch.org


https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jun/27/profitable-business-scie
ntific-publishing-bad-for-science 

In 2010, Elsevier’s reported a 36% profit margin – 
higher than Apple, Google, or Amazon posted that year

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jun/27/profitable-business-scientific-publishing-bad-for-science
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jun/27/profitable-business-scientific-publishing-bad-for-science
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jun/27/profitable-business-scientific-publishing-bad-for-science


Cartoon by John R. McKiernan http://whyopenresearch.org, CC BY-NC-ND

One of the big problems is that too many institutions 
still worship the impact factor

http://whyopenresearch.org


The current journal model is archaic and not fit for 
purpose in the modern scientific era

 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/academics-strike-back-against-bad-science-t5mzcdxv8 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/academics-strike-back-against-bad-science-t5mzcdxv8


I have been bullied into bad science

#BulliedIntoBadScience - http://bulliedintobadscience.org/ 

http://bulliedintobadscience.org/


http://bulliedintobadscience.org/ 

Don’t wait on others to change things for you, be the 
change yourself

http://bulliedintobadscience.org/
http://bulliedintobadscience.org/


Research evaluation criteria need to change

800+ organizations and 12,000+ individuals have 
committed:

● not to consider JIF in hiring, promotion or 
funding decisions

● the scientific content of an article, not the 
JIF of the journal where it was published, is 
what matters

● to consider the value and impact of all the 
research outputs

http://www.ascb.org/dora/ - www.ascb.org/SFdeclaration.html 

http://www.ascb.org/dora/
http://www.ascb.org/SFdeclaration.html
http://www.ascb.org/dora/


Research evaluation criteria need to change

800+ organizations and 12,000+ individuals have 
committed:

● not to consider JIF in hiring, promotion or 
funding decisions

● the scientific content of an article, not the 
JIF of the journal where it was published, is 
what matters

● to consider the value and impact of all the 
research outputs

http://www.ascb.org/dora/ - www.ascb.org/SFdeclaration.html 

HAVE YOU SIGNED YET?

http://www.ascb.org/dora/
http://www.ascb.org/SFdeclaration.html
http://www.ascb.org/dora/


But if you really, really care, many open access journals 
have moderate to high IF

Adapted from Erin C. McKiernan, 2015

IF 7.87
IF 13.58

IF 7.72

IF 9.80IF 12.12

IF 4.25

IF 2.18

IF 6.78



You can use the Cofactor Journal Selector tool to find 
open access journals

http://cofactorscience.com/journal-selector 

http://cofactorscience.com/journal-selector
http://cofactorscience.com/journal-selector


The green route: self-archive and pre-prints

INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORIES



https://f1000research.com/articles/5-632/v3 

The impacts of open access are really numerous

https://f1000research.com/articles/5-632/v3
https://f1000research.com/articles/5-632/v3


Important: CC-BY-NC should not be the default open 
access license

● many people identify 
“non-commercial” with “non-profit”

● significant differences exist and the 
license chosen may impose some 
unexpected re-use limitations on 
works

● NC restricts the value of text and data 
mining outputs

● commercial use is awesome!
● it means that someone has found a 

way to add enough value to your 
work that others will pay for it

● unless you plan on selling your paper, 
there’s zero opportunity cost

Laurent Gatto, @lgatt0



OPEN CODE



A published article is only the tip of the iceberg of 
the research process

“An article about computational 
result is advertising, not 
scholarship. The actual scholarship 
is the full software environment, 
code and data, that produced the 
result.”

---Buckheit and Donoho (1995)

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jpallan/4633000725, CC BY-SA 2.0 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jpallan/4633000725
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jpallan/4633000725


NumFOCUS supports and promotes world-class, 
innovative, open source scientific software

https://www.numfocus.org/ 

https://www.numfocus.org/
https://www.numfocus.org/


https://jupyter.org/ 

Literate programming: sharing the code through 
interactive notebooks

a browser-based and interactive 
notebook with support for 
code, rich text, mathematical 
expressions, inline plots and 
other rich media

an ideal platform to support 
open and reproducible 
research 

https://jupyter.org/
https://jupyter.org/


https://jupyter.org/ 

Literate programming: sharing the code through 
interactive notebooks

a browser-based and interactive 
notebook with support for 
code, rich text, mathematical 
expressions, inline plots and 
other rich media

an ideal platform to support 
open and reproducible 
research 

will Jupyter notebook 
change our 

publication model???

https://jupyter.org/
https://jupyter.org/


http://www.nature.com/ng/journal/v46/n9/full/ng.3051.html 

The paper does the ‘advertisement’

http://www.nature.com/ng/journal/v46/n9/full/ng.3051.html
http://www.nature.com/ng/journal/v46/n9/full/ng.3051.html


https://github.com/theandygross/TCGA 

The notebooks on GitHub are the actual ‘scholarship’

https://github.com/theandygross/TCGA
https://github.com/theandygross/TCGA


Make sure your project is actually open source

https://choosealicense.com/ 

https://choosealicense.com/
https://choosealicense.com/


https://github.com/pcmasuzzo/openscience 

GitHub is more than just code

https://github.com/pcmasuzzo/openscience
https://github.com/pcmasuzzo/openscience


Open science is by default collaborative and 
reproducible science

https://github.com/logos; https://octicons.github.com/  

star

merge

fork

pull 
request

reprocess
assess part of a 

researcher’s impact

open
issueissue 

closed

https://github.com/logos
https://octicons.github.com/
https://github.com/logos


An example: improve data visualization with open data 
and open code
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An example: improve data visualization with open data 
and open code

POST-PUBLICATION 
PEER REVIEW



OPEN PEER REVIEW



Cartoon by John R. McKiernan http://whyopenresearch.org, CC BY-NC-ND

Is peer review broken?

http://whyopenresearch.org


Peer review is a complex process



The main idea behind open peer-review is to enable a  
fully transparent and author-driven process

https://f1000research.com/about 

post-publication peer-review model adopted by F1000Research

https://f1000research.com/about
https://f1000research.com/about


https://f1000research.com/articles/5-632/v3 

Researchers can use open reviews to their advantage

transparent
submission timeline

open feedback

https://f1000research.com/articles/5-632/v3
https://f1000research.com/articles/5-632/v3


Adapted from Erin C. McKiernan, 2015

And they can get credit for the reviews they perform



BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER



text data code version

scienceadvertising

reproducibility spectrum

0% 100%

Adapted from Vaclav (Vashek) Petras, 2017

Open science is just science



ALL AMAZING?



Blog post Björn Brembs
http://bjoern.brembs.net/2017/02/open-science-too-much-talk-too-little-action/ 

Open science: too much talk, too little action

http://bjoern.brembs.net/2017/02/open-science-too-much-talk-too-little-action/
http://bjoern.brembs.net/2017/02/open-science-too-much-talk-too-little-action/


Blog post Björn Brembs
http://bjoern.brembs.net/2017/02/open-science-too-much-talk-too-little-action/ 

Open science: too much talk, too little action

● Publishing is still dominated by the main publishers which keep increasing their profit margins 

● Most of our work is still behind paywalls

● You won’t get a job unless you publish in high-ranking journals

● Higher ranking journals still publish less reliable science

● Libraries are still told by their faculty that subscriptions are important

● There are no institutional solutions to sustainably archive and make accessible our narratives 
other than text, or our code or our data

http://bjoern.brembs.net/2017/02/open-science-too-much-talk-too-little-action/
http://bjoern.brembs.net/2017/02/open-science-too-much-talk-too-little-action/


Ideas? 
Thoughts? 
Wishes? 
Actions?

THANKS!

paola masuzzo
@pcmasuzzo


